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The paper is devoted to the diffraction of slow polarized neutrons in a crystal with polarized 
nuclei. Owing to the energy difference between the state of a neutron with its spin directed 
along the target polarization and opposite to it, it is possible to obtain by means of an alter
nating magnetic field a resonance reorientation of the neutron spin. Several resonance frequen
cies are thus obtained, in contrast to the case when there are no diffracted waves in the crystal. 

IT has been shown previously that the spin of a 
neutron wave passing through a target with polar
ized nuclei should precess. [ 1 1 The frequency of 
this precession is determined by the difference of 
the indices of refraction An of the neutron wave in 
the state with the spin directed along the polariza
tion of the nuclei and in the state with the spin di
rected opposite to the polarization of the nuclei. 
The existence of two indices of refraction leads to 
the circumstance that for a given wavelength an 
energy difference t.E0 appears between these 
states of a neutron in the target. The energy dif
ference is given by the expression 

(1) 

where k is the wave number of the neutron, and 
v its velocity. Therefore, if a magnetic field ro
tating about the direction of polarization is set up 
in the polarized target, then transitions will occur, 
in analogy with paramagnetic resonance, between 
the different states of polarization of the neutron 
at the frequency of the rotating field, t.E0/n. [ 11 

It is well known that when the Bragg conditions 
are fulfilled there appear in the crystal, in addi
tion to the transmitted coherent wave, several co
herent waves. [ 2• 31 The magnitudes of the ampli
tudes and of the wave vectors of all the waves de
pend on the initial conditions, i.e., on the angle of 
incidence of the beam and on the orientation of the 
surface of the crystal relative to the crystallo
graphic planes. The presence of a complex wave 
field leads to the circumstance that in this region 
one cannot, generally speaking, ascribe to the 
crystal a definite index of refraction. [ 21 The phe
nomenon of the precession of the neutron spin in a 
polarized target when the Bragg conditions are 
close to being fulfilled requires therefore addi
tional consideration. 

Let a flux of slow, polarized neutrons be inci
dent on a crystal consisting of identical nuclei with 
a polarization vector p. The amplitude of the co
herent scattering will then be of the form 

a= a+ ~up, (2) 

where u is a vector composed of Pauli matrices. 
It follows from [ 41 that the coherent neutron 

wave in the crystal is described by the following 
expression:1> 

(3) 

where Rm is the radius vector of the m-th nucleus 
and ( ~~) is a wave function which describes the 
initial spin state of the neutron. The A~ satisfy 
a system of equations of the form 

(4) 

and denote the effective scattering amplitudes of a 
neutron polarized along and opposite to the polari
zation of the nuclei respectively. 

Relations (3) and (4) show that two coherent 
neutron waves propagate in a polarized crystal: 
with spin directed opposite to the polarization of 
the nuclei 1/! _ (r), and with spin directed along the 
polarization of the nuclei 1f!+ (r). If the target polar-

1>we choose the direction of the axis of quantization and of 
the z axis of the coordinate system along the polarization vec
tor of the nuclei. 
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ization p is zero, then there is a single wave. It 
follows also from (3) and (4) that the equations 
which describe the propagation of each coherent 
wave are of the same form as the system of equa
tions which describe the transmission of a coherent 
wave through an unpolarized target. In analyzing 
(3) and (4) one can, therefore, make use of the the
ory developed for the description of neutron dif
fraction in a crystal with unpolarized nuclei. [ 6• 71 

As was shown in [ 61 (see also [ 81 ), if we seek 
a neutron wave <P(r) of the form 

<p (r) ='X (r) ei•r, 

where X(r) is a periodic function in the crystal, 
then we obtain the following relation for K: 

(5) 

{ 4:rt " ei•r 
lim --LJ 
r->r V k 2 - (')t + 't)2 

p ~ 

1 } 1 -+- ika 
jr-rp I = a .(6) 

In this expression T is a reciprocal lattice vector, 
and V the volume of a unit cell. 

In our case we can thus seek for the coherent 
waves in the crystal an expression of the form 

(7) 

The wave vectors K± satisfy then a relation analo
gous to ( 5) with the substitution of (a ± {3p) for a. 

Assume now that a Bragg reflection is possible. 
For simplicity we consider the case when two re
ciprocal lattice points ( 7' = 0 and 7' = 7' 1) lie close 
to the sphere of reflection. This means that the 
values of K± and / K ± + 7' 1 / are close to the value 
of the wave vector k of the neutron outside the 
crystal. It follows hence [ 61 that in an equation of 
the type (5) the main contribution is due to the two 
corresponding terms of the sum, i.e., one can 
write approximately 

4:n; ( 1 1 ) 1 + ik (a + PP) 
V X±2- k2 + (x± + 'ti)z- k2 = a± PP . (8) 

Let us set 

Then, accurate to terms quadratic in E, Eq. ( 8) 
can be presented in the form 

where 

If we introduce the quantities 

(9) 

(10) 

~o±=·k(1+eo±) -k(1+1IQ±) =k(eo±-11Q±), 

~1± = k(1 + e1±) - k(1 + 1 I Q±) = k(e1± -1 I Q±),.(ll) 

then the dispersion equation (10) can be written in 
the form 

(12) 

Equations (12) are equations of parabolas analo
gous to the equation obtained from the dynamical 
theory of x-ray diffraction2 >. [ 2' 31 In particular, it 
follows from (12) that the two systems of parabo
las whose vertices lie on a straight line located in 
the reflecting crystallographic plane correspond to 
the two states of polarization of the neutron. Four 
values of ~;J = ~f, equal to k/Q± and -k/f:t± cor
respond to these four vertices. 

One can readily show that the vertices corre
sponding to the values ~t = ~1 = -k/fJ± coincide. 
The wave vectors of the waves at that point of the 
dispersion surface are equal to k, and conse
quently these vertices coincide with the Laue 
point L. 

Let us now return to the problem of the coher
ent wave in the crystal. As is well known, [ 2• 31 the 
center of propagation of the waves should lie on 
the intersection of the normal to the surface of 
the crystal upon which the wave is incident, and 
the dispersion surface. It follows hence, for ex
ample, that when the surface of the crystal is per
pendicular to the reflecting plane the normal to 
the surface of the crystal will, generally speaking, 
intersect all four branches of the hyperbolas (this 
situation is analogous to the Laue case in the dif
fraction of x rays[ 2, 31 ). It is thus possible to ex
cite at a corresponding angle of incidence of the 
primary beam eight coherent waves (two for each 
center of propagation). Just as in the case of the 
transmission of neutrons through an unpolarized 
target, [ 6 ' 71 two coupled, coherent waves of the 
form 

'IJl±(r) =B1±exp [ix±r] +Bz±exp[i(x±+'tt)r], (13) 

correspond to each center of propagation. Hence 
the amplitudes Bf 2 are determined by the loca-, 
tion of the center of propagation on the dispersion 
surface and by the boundary conditions. [ 6 ' 71 

The wave vectors of these waves take on the 
following values: 

2)In general the right-hand side of (12) is complex. The 
wave vectors of the waves in the crystal are consequently also 
complex: K = K' + iK"· However, in the case of neutrons the in· 
equality K"/K' << 1 is fulfilled to an even greater degree than 
for x rays. If we are not interested in problems connected with 
the absorption of waves in a crystal, then the imaginary part 
in the right-hand side of (12) can be neglected.['] Below we 
shall consider the dispersion equation and the w&.ve vectors to 
be real. 
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( 1 so±) 
X±=k 1+ Q± +T , 

Jx±+-rd=k( 1+~± + s~±). (14) 

The values of ~ can be both positive and nega
tive. The same sign of ~ and ~ 1 corresponds to a 
given center of propagation. 

Since a neutron wave with spin directed along 
the polarization of the nuclei has a wave vector 
K+ not equal to the wave vector K_ of the wave 
with spin directed opposite to the polarization of 
the nuclei, there appears in the crystal in accord
ance with the result of [ 1 J precession of the neu
tron spin. Precession of the spin will also take 
place in the wave diffracted at the Bragg angle. It 
is important to note that as a result of the exist
ence of several centers of propagation lying on 
various branches of the hyperbolas, the spin of 
the neutrons precesses, unlike in the case of 
transmission of neutrons through a polarized crys
tal without diffraction, with a number of frequen
cies. In other words, the energy difference b.E 
between the two states of neutron polarization in 
a crystal at a given wavelength can have several 
values, the value of the difference b.E depending 
on the initial conditions. In the case under consid
eration when four centers of propagation which be
long to different branches of hyperbolas are ex
cited we have for waves propagating in the initial 
direction: 

!1E2 = !J.ED + liv( lso+l + lsd), 
!1E3 = !J.ED -liv( I so+ I+ lsd), 
!J.E4 = !J.ED- liv ( I so+ 1-lsd). (15) 

The energy differences b.E' of the diffracted 
waves can be obtained from the above by replacing 
~0 by ~1· 

In the general case b.E and b.E' do not coin
cide. However, when the boundary conditions are 
chosen such that ~ 0 = ~ 1 (i.e., the centers of prop
agation are located at the vertices of the hyper
bolas) the differences b.E and b.E' become cor
respondingly equal and take on the following values: 

!J.Ei = 2!J.Eo, !J.E2 = 2/ikv !J.E3 = - 2/ikv 
Q+ ' Q_ ' 

(16) 

As has already been indicated, the presence of 
energy differences leads to the possibility of using 
a rotating magnetic field of the corresponding fre
quency w = b.E/n to excite resonance transitions 
between neutron states with different polarization. 
For instance, when ~ 0 = ~ 1 there are three reso
nance frequencies. As is seen from (16), they all 
differ considerably from the energy difference be
tween the two neutron polarization states in the 
crystal in the absence of diffraction b.E0• In the 
general case the number of resonance frequencies 
becomes even larger. 3> 

So far we have discussed the case when the cen
ters of propagation located on various branches of 
the hyperbolas are excited simultaneously. In 
principle one can choose the initial conditions in 
such a way that only centers of propagation belong
ing to any one branch of the hyperbolas are excited 
(B [2 3]) ragg case ' . Each branch corresponds to a 
certain definite state of polarization of the neutron 
(along or opposite to the direction of the polariza
tion vector of the nuclei). It follows from this that 

' depending on which branch is chosen, waves with 
spin directed along or opposite to the polarization 
of the nuclei will also undergo diffraction. 

The author expresses his deep gratitude to 
V. L. Lyuboshitz and M. I. Podgoretskil for use
ful remarks. 
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3 )The conclusion concerning the existence of several fre
quencies of the precession of the spin is in principle also 
valid for neutrons diffracted by a magnetic lattice with polar
ized atoms. 


